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Last Drop Cafe opening on Monday, 20th September 2010

LAST DROP CAFE will be dropping soon in South Delhi’s most streaming locations – Satya Niketan on
Monday, 20th September 2010.

Sept. 17, 2010 - PRLog -- Young Minds has recently forayed into hospitality sector with the opening of
"Last Drop Cafe".

With perks like free wifi and plentiful seating, Last Drop Cafe brings something different to Satya Niketan.

The cafe, which features a refined, modern interior yet retains a laidback and funky atmosphere, will
celebrate its grand opening on Monday, 20th september, 2010.Various events are planned for the grand
opening week, including live acoustic and performances by students.

The Last Drop Cafe is designed to reflect the unique personality of Satya Niketan neighborhood -- and
serve excellent coffee and cuisines.In addition to coffee and espresso drinks, the cafe also serve fine
smoothies, and other specialty drinks, as well as an assortment of fresh pastries and desserts and many
mouth drooling cuisines...

With cold weather approaching, the cafe's decor will likely become a popular place for people, especially in
the evenings with the college crowd around. Last Drop Cafe stands poised to become a destination for not
only the morning rush of students, but also the hip urbanites ready to wind down.

Other interesting catch is the menu, which has been designed specifically keeping in mind the pockets of a
regular college goer.

The efforts are also to give each one the perfect authentic taste of not only the regular available menus in
cafe shops but to bring to them other cuisines as well.Bringing cuisines more to reality than just their
presence in premium hotels is what Last Drop believes in.

Introducing for the first not just the name but the Cuisine itself, known for its intense flavours, colourful
presentation, unique spicing, and seasoning - is the Mexican cuisine.

The second in the menu is the Calzone which is a close cousin to pizza; you could even call it wrapped up
pizza because the filling is encased in the delicious dough rather than sitting on top.

To match up with the cuisine and complete the spiciness is the 100 variants of hookahs, making it all the
more Smokey.

This new Cafe promises a lot to the students and their pockets a well.

We have spoken about almost everything but the important thing is always kept for the last. The name "Last
Drop" is a unique one and we do have a story to share. The idea for Last Drop Cafe came together over a
cup of coffee when, friends and now heads of the organization, Sankalp Bansal , Shonak Sharma, Sachin
Sharma, Siddharth Manchandia , Gautam Sharma, subhojit chatterjee  and Maninder Singh were chilling
with a couple of cups of coffee. The brew, as amazing as it was, was had till the very last drop. It was then
that the enlightened few realized that it was that very last drop that quenched their thirst. 

Then came to fruition the idea and we now present to you "LAST DROP CAFE".
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For further information, please contact:

Young Minds
Siddharth Manchandia
Mobile: 9910054194
siddharthmanchandia@ymail.com

--- End ---
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